






Morgh’e Sahar form:

The arrangement below mostly follows the recording.

First adjust the score as follows:
  bar 14: at the end of the bar, notate B-flat and D one octave higher
  bar 26: omit low Fs
  bar 27 and bar 55: notate whole bar one octave higher
  bar 30 and bar 60: omit high Fs
 
In general, most of the melodic instruments should be playing in the same range as the voice.  
In some cases, this will mean playing one octave lower than the (updated) notation; higher-
register instruments should play the music as written but more softly, so that the lower register is 
emphasized.  Alternatively, when higher registers are emphasized in the voice, the lower-
register instruments playing the melody one octave below the voice should play more softly.

HR means higher-register instruments (like flute and violin), LR means lower-register 
instruments (like oud and bass).  8-up means one octave higher than written, and 8-down 
means one octave lower than written.

voice and instruments:
  bars 1-3 and repeat
  bars 4-8 with first and second endings

instruments only:
  bars 4-8 with first and second endings as follows:
    just prior to second ending, repeat bar 6 with HR 8-up and end with bar 8 with HR 8-up

voice and instruments:
  bars 9-22, with LR 8-down

instruments only:
  bars 9-12 and repeat, with LR 8-down
  bars 13-16, with LR 8-down
  bars 21 and 22, with the following ending: 
    repeat bar 21 with HR 8-up, and end with bar 22 with HR 8-up

voice and instruments:
  bars 23-34, with LR 8-down and some HR 8-down following voice

instruments only:
  insert bars from handwritten addendum, with LR 8-down

voice and instruments:
  bars 35-38 and repeat
  bars 39-54, with LR 8-down and some HR 8-down following voice
  bars 55-62, with first, second, and third endings as follows:
     first and second endings with LR and some HR 8-down following voice
     third ending like second ending, but with HR as written following voice


